Drone with Mounted Thermal Infrared Cameras for Monitoring Terrestrial Mammals
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Simple Summary: This study investigates the use of a drone equipped with a thermal camera for recognizing wild mammal species and to determine population sizes of red deer (Cervus elaphus) and roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) in a 13 km² moor in Denmark. The thermal images of wild animal species in the area could be distinguished by their body measures when the drone filmed with the camera perpendicular to the ground in an altitude range of 60–120 m. The thermal drone images of the mammal species' body measures showed significant distinctiveness (F = 6.8, p < 0.001) with MANOVA and population studies of larger mammals, and at the same time was more time-efficient and less invasive for species recognition and population studies than traditional methods.

Abstract: This study investigates the use of a drone equipped with a thermal camera for recognizing wild mammal species in open areas and to determine the sex and age of red deer (Cervus elaphus) and roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) in a 13 km² moor in Denmark. Two separate surveys were conducted: (1) To achieve drone images for the identification of mammals, the drone was tested around a bait place with a live wildlife camera that was often visited by European badger (Meles meles), stone marten (Martes foina), European hare (Lepus europaeus), roe deer and cattle (Bos taurus). The thermal images of wild animal species could be distinguished by their body measures when the drone filmed with the camera pointed perpendicular to the ground in an altitude range of 50–120 m. A PCA ordination showed nonoverlapping body characteristics and MANOVA showed that the combined body measures used were significantly distinctive F = 6.8, p < 0.001. The reactions and behavioral responses of the different species to the altitude and noise of the drone were also tested in this place. (2) On a 13 km² moor, a drone was used for a population study of deer. Red deer and roe deer were counted and separated by body measures. Red deer individuals could, at the right altitude, be separated into adults and calves, and males and females. Body length was the most conclusive body measure, and therefore a reference measurement in the field is recommended. The frame thermal images were effective in species recognition and for use in population studies of deer, and are thought to be more time-efficient and less invasive than traditional methods. In autumn, the number of stags and the life stage of red deer, as well as the distribution of deer in different types of vegetation, could be determined.
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1. Introduction

Population and species monitoring are important elements in the management and conservation of species [1]. Hunters’ harvest statistics are often used as an indirect measurement of population size. However, this only concerns species that are not protected, and game bags may reflect hunters’ tradition rather than changes in population size [2–4].
Direct counting methods include ground-based transect surveys, fecal density counts, and images from camera traps [5–8]. Ground-based census is time consuming and may disturb and affect results, especially for game species, and visual monitoring in daylight limits the detection of nocturnal species and species with visual camouflage [9,10]. To monitor nocturnal game species, e.g., red deer (Cervus elaphus), roe deer (Capreolus capreolus), red fox (Vulpes vulpes), and European hare (Lepus europaeus), nightly spotlight surveys are widely used [11–14]. Genetic approaches are also a beneficial but costly tool for investigating the population of species that are difficult to detect and manage [15,16]. Genotyping fecal samples provides information about sex ratios and individuals in populations that is more accurate than hunters’ harvest statistics [17].

Collier et al. [18] investigated detection probabilities by counting deer with the spotlight count method, along with counting from a thermal imager. This survey showed that counting with a thermal imager was more effective than spotlight count alone. The use of spotlight counting has been discussed as a reliable method of estimating population dynamics [12,18]. The population size for nocturnal and elusive species can be studied with camera traps [19]. Nakashima et al. [20] compared animal density using camera traps and transect surveys, and found that the number of non-detected animals was lower at camera trapping compared to direct sightings.

There is an increase in the use of aerial drones as a monitoring tool to achieve a more accurate estimate of population sizes and dynamics [21,22]. The use of thermal cameras during drone surveys is especially effective for monitoring nocturnal species, forest-dwelling species, and species that are generally difficult to detect [23,24]. The use of drones makes it possible to examine multiple parameters simultaneously, such as behavioral responses, population counts, and sex ratio [22,25,26]. In addition, drones possess better detection capacities and are more efficient in terms of survey time compared to other methods [27,28]. Several studies have compared the use of drones with ground-based counting methods for birds [29], where drones were found to be more efficient and accurate [28,29]. Monitoring with drones may, however, cause disturbances of the targeted animals [30]. A study on drones used to investigate shorebirds showed that the response to the approaching drone differed from species to species, but also within a species [31]. Chaco eagles (Buteogallus coronatus) hardly responded to the drones [26]. To ensure less impact on the target species, it is relevant to investigate whether species are disturbed by drones. It is expected that red deer and roe deer will be observed simultaneously due to the species’ overlap in feeding niche and daily activity [32–34]. Identifying the sex of deer may be possible with reference to the blood supply to the antlers [22,35].

This study is based on two surveys using a drone with a thermal infrared camera: (1) at a private landowner’s bait station, which was monitored by a live feed camera and was known to be frequently visited by both wild mammals and grazing cattle, and (2) during the autumn, a moor was scanned to detect deer to estimate species of deer and, if possible, their sex and offspring.

The aim of this study is to test the effectiveness of using a drone with a thermal camera:

1. To identify mammal species in the field, such as red deer, roe deer, foxes, badgers, stone martens, European hares, and domestic cows, and their sensitivity to drone noise;
2. To test the possibility of recognizing the sex of red deer and determining the sex ratio in a population;
3. To test the possibility of distinguishing red deer calves from adults to determine reproduction.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Image Collection and Study Areas

A bait location established by a private landowner in Brovst (57.14° N, 9.42° E), Denmark, was visited to gain thermal images of common mammals to be used for species recognition. The bait location has, since 2021, been continuously monitored by two wildlife cameras with night vision, which are live streaming to Youtube (Live Natur Kamera-
Danmark 2022). The cameras are stationary, ground-based, and placed approximately 70 m apart. To ensure the presence of mammals in front of the cameras, the private landowner regularly puts out peanuts for the wild mammals and birds. The bait location has been visited every night by several wild mammals such as badger, stone marten, red fox, and roe deer. At this location, the mammals could be observed on the live cameras on a computer screen simultaneously with drone-monitored flights. The bait location was visited on 14 November 2022 from 17:00 to 00:00. The ambient temperature was 8.5° Celsius, with wind gust up to 11.6 m/s. When an animal was observed in front of the live camera, the drone was then flown to its location, and the thermal image could be matched with the direct sighting of the animal in front of the live camera. The behavior of the animals was also observed, and the lowest altitude at which their behavior was changed from undisturbed to disturbed by the drone’s noise was noted. On the moor (13 km²), Lyngby Hede, Denmark (56.85° N, 8.30° E), managed by The Danish Nature Agency, the age, sex, and the number of observed red deer and roe deer were counted [36].

The survey in the moor was performed on 19 October 2022 from 19:00 to 00:00. That night, the ambient temperature was 6° Celsius with a wind speed of 5–6 m/s.

2.2. Data Collection

Both surveys used a drone, DJI Matrice 300 RTK (M300 UAS), equipped with a Zenmuse H20N thermal camera providing a DFOV of 45.5° and thermal image resolution 640 × 512, enabling up to 32 × zoom (chosen for the high resolution of the thermal camera). The drone was manually piloted in both surveys.

The M300 drone was equipped with a feature that enabled the placement of pinpoint markers on the map during its flight. In Lyngby Hede, the drone was piloted manually, maintaining an altitude of 120 m, thereby affording a comprehensive aerial perspective of the terrain (Figure 1). The preliminary survey was conducted at a single location to initially scout for animals. The spatial positions of the animals were recorded using the pinpoint markers integrated within Google Maps. The drone was returned to the take-off site to replace depleted batteries. Following the battery change, the drone was guided to the pinpointed positions of the animals for visual identification of their gender, age, and sex. Throughout this process, the altitude of the drone was never less than 60 m above the animals.

RStudio version 4.2.2 (RStudio, Boston, MA, USA) [37] was used for data analysis with the Packages “Tidyverse” [38], “ggplot2” [39], “FactoMineR” [40], and “factoextra” [41].

2.3. Species Identification and Drone Tolerance

In Brovst, Denmark, the species at the bait location was observed and verified via the live stream cameras. When an animal was seen on the live stream, the M300 UAS was deployed to examine the disturbance tolerance of the species and to document body measurements. This was achieved by performing an initial examination of the animal from a height of 120 m. Following the examination, the M300 UAS was flown away from the animal. Hereafter, the aircraft was lowered by 10 m before returning to the animal, and the animal was studied from the new height. These steps were repeated until a change in behavior indicating disturbance was noticed, defined as either attentive behavior (freezing, stopping search for food, turning ears in direction of the drone), or fleeing from the bait location. Prior to the study, the level of noise was measured by the Splend Android App in decibels (dB) in 20 m intervals to determine the approximate sound intensity. Disturbance tolerance was not tested on deer, as roe deer only traversed the field of view of the live camera during a drone flight, positioning themselves beyond the camera’s field of view. Thus, it was possible find the location of the roe deer for body measurements, but not to observe their reaction on the live stream. In the case of the red deer, they never came into the direct line of sight of the live camera.
The length and width of each adult animal were measured. To find body measurements of different mammal species, the M300 UAS was first flown at an altitude of 120 m directly above a car with a known length of 4.87 m, which provided a reference point for length. The length and width in meters of the car were filmed at all levels of digital zoom. The drone was then flown to the location of the animal(s). Still frames from the thermal video were then opened in ImageJ [42], and length measurements were made manually. The “set scale” feature of ImageJ was used to determine body measures of both the mammal species and of the car adjusted to length in px converted to meters [42]. This allowed for the accurate measuring of all objects in different still frames, providing identical resolutions, altitudes, and levels of zoom.

Due to a limited presence of both roe deer and red deer in Brovst, we conducted body measurements of these species recorded in Lyngby Hede as well. Measurements were exclusively taken of those individuals where the drone camera was pointed perpendicular to the ground. Measurements was undertaken in the same way as for the species from Brovst. A still frame from the thermal video of each mammal was measured, providing parameters of body length both with and without the tail, and the width of the animal was measured from the widest part of the shoulders, waist, and hips (Figure 2). All still frames were picked from the thermal videos where the animals were as straight and uncurled as possible. Differences in body measures were found for the different species based on each individual’s thermal pixel size. All measurements were log transformed.

A principal component analysis (PCA) ordination was used to visualize the differences in body measurements. A PCA ordination visualizes the distance between measures using multidimensional regression, in a two-dimensional graph [43]. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to test differences in the species’ body measures. MANOVA
is an extension of ANOVA and is used to compare the means of more than two dependent variables [44].
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**Figure 2.** The measurement of each different observed species. From top right: hare, red deer (stag), stone marten, badger, roe deer, and cow. A: head–body. B: hip width. C: waist width. D: shoulder width. E: total length.

### 2.4. Red and Roe Deer Counts in Lyngby Hede

The numbers of deer and other species in the moor were counted. The sex and life stage (adult or calf) were recorded, if possible. Pinpoint markers were added to the built-in drone map of the M300 where deer were observed. These were then uploaded to ArcGis and layered on top of the most recent orthophoto [45]. Coordinates from SubRip Subtitle (SRT) files were used to map the exact locations where animals were seen. By examining the videos, the placement of the markers was verified, and additional markers were set as more herds of deer were discovered during the survey. The species was estimated and noted for each marker. The number of deer and other species was counted afterwards by reviewing and pausing the videos to count the deer.

### 3. Results

#### 3.1. Thermal Body Measures for Species Recognition

A total of 36 animals (7 badgers, 19 cows, 1 hare, 6 stone martens, 6 red deer, and 6 roe deer) had their body sizes measured in meters from the still frames of a thermal video filmed with the camera perpendicular to the ground, with the M300 UAS positioned at a range of 55–120 m. A PCA ordination of the body measures showed distinctive measures, except for a few cattle and red deer individuals (Figure 3). Body measure of the species showed significant distinctiveness ($F = 6.8, p < 0.001$, MANOVA).

#### 3.2. Characteristics Used for Recognising Species

Cattle and deer could be distinguished by their body shape. The width of the waist of cattle was more than twice their hip and shoulder width, whereas deer had an almost identical waist, shoulder, and hip width. Hence, deer looked more rectangular in shape than cattle on the thermal videos. The heads of red deer and roe deer were visually different. The snout of a red deer is relatively long compared that of a roe deer. The thermal image of a roe deer head looks triangular from a distance. Furthermore, the movements of red deer were perceptibly slower compared to those of roe deer. Hares could generally be distinguished from other medium-sized mammals by their long ears. Roe deer and badgers...
could be distinguished from each other by the plump shape of a badger compared to the slender body of the roe deer, and stone martens could be recognized by their long and slender bodies and their long tails. When the size of the animals could not be calculated from the still frames of the thermal videos with ortho-videographic observation, other features in the landscape, such as country roads and cars, were used as scale conditions to estimate the sizes of the animals.

![PCA ordination](image)

**Figure 3.** PCA ordination (PC1 the highest variation among parameters, PC2 the second highest variation among parameters) of body measures of adult animals from frame thermal images. The numbers of individuals are badger ($n = 7$, red), cow ($n = 19$, blue), hare ($n = 1$, green), stone marten ($n = 6$, purple), red deer ($n = 6$, orange), and roe deer ($n = 6$, yellow).

### 3.3. Sex and Maturity Recognition of Red Deer

From early summer until January, the life stage of red deer can be recognized by their antlers [22]. Therefore, adult male red deer were recognizable by their antlers at the time when red deer were observed on the moor (Figure 4).

![Image of red deer](image)

**Figure 4.** A still frame from the thermal video (S1) taken 19 October 2022 showing, from left to right, a hind with a calf, in the middle a stag red deer with antlers and a hind with a suckling calf.

Calves traveled with their mothers, and therefore their size in relation to the adult mother were measurably smaller.

### 3.4. Disturbance and Flight Altitude

Three species were tested: three martens, one hare and one badger. None of the animals were disturbed enough to flee from their location, and only martens and hares
showed attentive behavior to the drone (Table 1). Three martens showed attentive behavior when the drone had flight altitudes of 109 m, 80 m, and 55 m, whereby the noise levels were 55 dB, 60 dB, and 61.5 dB, respectively. One hare showed attentive behavior at a flight altitude of 116 m with a dB of 55 (Table 1). The badger did not react to the drone when it was above 60 m. Disturbance was not tested on red deer and roe deer, as they were not in the field of view of the live camera used to observe the animals’ reactions to noise.

Table 1. Disturbance in different species investigated based on different flight altitude in meters (m) and noise levels from the drone measured in decibel (dB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Attentive</th>
<th>Fleeing</th>
<th>Altitude (m)</th>
<th>dB</th>
<th>Observed Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marten 1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Froze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marten 2</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>90–120</td>
<td>~61.5–55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Froze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marten 3</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>60–120</td>
<td>60–55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>~61.5</td>
<td>Froze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hare</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>Ears moving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badger</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>~61.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5. Species and Population Observed at the Moor, Lyngby Hede

In the moor, a total of 86 deer were spotted on the night of study. The most common deer species was red deer with 68 individuals (79% of deer), followed by roe deer with 16 individuals (19% of deer), and two unidentifiable deer (2% of deer). Four hares and one animal of unknown species were observed (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Species observed with the thermal drone in the Lyngby Hede moor labeled as red deer (dust green), European roe deer (green), unknown deer (purple), hare (red), and unidentified species (blue).

3.6. Sex and Maturity of Red Deer

Of the 68 red deer that were sighted with the drone, 10 could be identified as hinds and 8 as stags (Figure 5). The remaining 50 individuals could, without certainty, be identified to sex. A total 19 adults and nine juveniles could be recognized. The life stage of the remaining red deer could not be identified (Figure 6).
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3.6. Sex and Maturity of Red Deer

Of the 68 red deer that were sighted with the drone, 10 could be identified as hinds and 8 as stags (Figure 5). The remaining 50 individuals could, without certainty, be identified to sex. A total 19 adults and nine juveniles could be recognized. The life stage of the remaining red deer could not be identified (Figure 6).

Figure 6. (A) Of the deer that could be identified as male, female or calf (\( n = 28 \)), 11 were females (Red), 8 were male (green), and 40 were not identified (blue). (B) The number of adults was 19, with 9 calves (juveniles), and 40 could not be identified (blue).

4. Discussion

4.1. The Parameters Needed for Species Recognition and Population Studies

This study was successful in the differentiation of most wild mammal species by thermal images of their body measures filmed from a drone with the camera perpendicular to the ground above the individuals at an altitude of 60–120 m. When filming animals, it is important to verify the angle of the camera. Features in the landscape such as country roads and cars could be used for estimating the size of an animal. As an additional parameter, the height of an animal could be a beneficial parameter, but images from other angles would be required in addition to the standard one taken perpendicular to the ground [46–49]. However, body length and width measures were sufficient for species identification of the mammals in this study.

Another important parameter for measuring the length of the mammals was the positioning of the individual. The standard measurements of mammals include tail length and total length [50]. For accurate measurements hereof, the individual should be standing and not laying curled up. More time spent recording individuals increases the possibility of obtaining exact measures.

The maximum amount of time the M300 UAS can fly with the equipped thermal camera, is on average, 45 min per battery, which is enough time to scan around 4 km² for deer. Our study shows that it is beneficial to gain an overview of an area to find possible locations with animals before a closer inspection to determine sex and life stage.

One of the challenges in monitoring red and roe deer is that they forage in the same areas, and therefore it is important to find ways to distinguish between species of deer from thermal drone images. The group structure of roe deer differs throughout the year. In the summer months, roe deer tend to live alone or in family groups, while in autumn and winter, they gather in groups up to 60–70 individuals [51]. In this study, however, red deer and roe deer could be distinguished from each other by their very different body sizes, head forms and movement speeds. With sufficient data, the shapes of the heads could be measured and analyzed to show if there is a significant difference in the head shape between red deer and roe deer.

In autumn, when the study was conducted, roe deer still moved around in small groups on the moor, Lyngby Hede, and the antlers of the stags were easily recognized by the thermal camera. At other times of the year, when antlers are not present, it is not possible to differentiate between male and female red deer [22]. Jarnemo et al. [52] found that female and male red deer are normally sexually segregated outside of the rut. When the rutting season begins in early September, the male red deer form large harems and the
elder stags can be recognized by their roaring, fights, and urination, while the hinds can be determined by whether or not they nurse a calf. However, a young male deer without antlers or with smaller antlers may be confused with a hind due to its size, and because young males sometimes stay with the herd [53].

In this study, the recognition of sex and life stage was possible during autumn (September to October), which is outside the period of velvet antlers. When a calf grows older, it will be more difficult to distinguish from an adult.

4.2. Disturbance by the Drone

Using drones as monitoring tools makes it important to understand when a species is disturbed by the noise and close presence of the drone. The reaction of different mammalian species to different flight altitudes showed variation in terms of both the species’ and individuals’ reactions to the drone, which is in agreement with other studies [31,54]. Of the observed species, only martens were attentive when different flight altitudes were used, but were not disturbed enough to flee. The difference in attention to the drones between species may be due to a difference in sensitivity to sound and different reactions to disturbance [54,55].

This survey demonstrates that caution should be taken not to disturb the species under investigation. Even though drones are useful and less invasive than the presence of humans, animals are still disturbed by the buzzing sound of the drones. The responses to disturbance may vary depending on context, which can affect the way the animal reacts [56]. The reactions of different mammal species may both be species-specific and geographically different. In our study, martens were more alert than badgers, but there may also be differences between mammals living in arable land and cities. Mammals living near or in cities may be used to more machine noise, and therefore less alert than mammals in areas with less noise. Also, hunting activity in an area may influence the alertness of mammals. Badgers, but not stone martens, are protected in Denmark. The altitude of the drone in this study was between 55 and 120 m above ground, which only caused the mammals minimal disturbance.

4.3. Limitations and Challenges Using Drone Survey for Monitoring Mammals

In this survey, still frames from thermal videos were used for species recognition. The more alike species are, the more difficult it is to separate them. For example, the differentiation of red deer and sika (Cervus nippon) may be a challenge. However, sika have a very limited distribution in Denmark. Also, differentiation between stone martens and other members of the Mustelidae family will require more parameters to be able to separate the species. Computational species recognition is under development [57,58]. However, this requires extensive image recognition studies of the mammal in question, as seen from drones, to provide sufficient training data for a neural network [59]. Using artificial intelligence to recognize species may be especially challenging with thermal images compared to ordinary images, which provide both a wider color spectrum and a higher pixilation than thermal images. The computational recognition of species may additionally be complicated by the species’ life stages, different body positions, different weather conditions, and the movement between different background scenarios [60–65]. Therefore, body measurement may be an alternative until image recognition is available for the recognition of nocturnal wildlife.

Vegetation cover may challenge the exact enumeration of all individuals in a population. Deer on the moor were located near densely vegetated forests. Deer are known to leave the forest at sunset to forage in open fields or along the edges of woods, which makes it an advantage to monitor deer using thermal drones after sunset.

The risk of observing individuals more than once, which will result in overestimating the population, increases with the time it takes to cover an area with the drone. There is always a possibility that the same individual will move from one area to another. To ensure
we did not observe the same individual twice, we performed a preliminary survey to scout for animals in the area before the closer inspection of individuals.

Also, challenges in drone surveys related to seasonal variations should be considered. Vegetation coverage and foliage on trees, especially during late spring, summer, and early autumn, may prevent the detection of animals in woods and dense vegetation [10]. To overcome the challenges associated with vegetation cover and visibility, distance sampling could be a useful addition.

The identification of sex and life stage is only possible at certain times of the year. In this study, red deer could be sexed by the antlers of the stags, but outside of the period during which red deer stags have antlers, differentiations of sex are difficult. Also, the recognition of offspring in a population requires surveys at times of the year when offspring are notably smaller than adults. In this study, red deer calves could be recognized by their smaller size relative to their mothers in November [66].

It can be calculated that a preprogramed mission flight, with the drone flying in a transect with an overlap of 10% in the view, will take at least 3 h to cover the 13 km² area of Lyngby Hede. The manual flight in this study, starting with an overview and pinpointing locations with mammals before closer inspection, only took 1 h and 33 min to survey the same area. Mission flights are more time-consuming in larger areas, and may increase the risk of observing the same animals multiple times due to their movement. Furthermore, the battery power consumption would be higher during a mission flight, meaning that a larger power source or more batteries would be necessary.

5. Conclusions

Monitoring populations with drones carrying a thermal camera is efficient when seeking to recognize and count medium-sized and larger nocturnal mammals in open fields. Species of medium-sized and larger mammals may be separated by simple body measures using thermal images. This study was conducted from September to November, during which red deer may be divided by sex and life stage, and foliage and vegetation coverage are low compared to other times of the year.

For species identification, it is recommended to point the camera perpendicular to the ground to mitigate distortions resulting from the camera’s tilted angle. Alertness toward a drone is species-specific, and should be considered before monitoring wild mammals in an area.

Drone monitoring is the optimal method for monitoring, and at the right time of year, sex and life stage may be determined in red deer using this method. A thermal drone also allows for the GPS mapping of individuals, and therefore makes it possible to relate species to vegetation type and niche.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/drones7110680/s1, Video S1: Red deer stag and female with young.
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